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PREFACE
Arik Levy: Uncut Diamond
The self-legitimising, category loving (and hypocritical) art world has a tendency
to turn its collective nose up at people who aspire to a multi-dimensional
practice, a myopic mentality that is sadly still prevalent. Those who make
fine art in addition to enjoying successful and diverse careers in other areas
are swiftly labelled dilettantes rather then being celebrated for their wideranging creativity. It’s a bore, but thankfully it hasn’t hindered the unfettered
ambitions of Arik Levy in the fields of contemporary art, industrial and product
design, furniture and lighting.
The classical notion of the dilettante used not to suffer from the negative
connotations it does today of a layabout who happens to dabble. Rather, it stood
for someone who embraced disparate fields of artistic endeavour with unbridled
passion and robustness. A more accurate term to describe the varied quests
of Arik Levy might be ‘skill-ettante’. In a nutshell, the defining characteristics of
Levy’s oeuvre are his restless effort to make challenging work and his voracious
appetite for innovation. You can do one or a million things, as long as they are
good—an undertaking easily achieved with the majority of Levy’s concepts.
Why not an economist in the morning and fisherman in the afternoon, as Karl
Marx suggested, meaning we shouldn’t be shackled by societal expectations
and market mandates. The range of Levy’s activities magically stretches from
his exploding clouds of neon in what may be the most sculptural and expressive
light forms extant, to his star-busting outdoor rock works, with their shooting
shards of metal. Though some of the geometric forms in the drawings,
photographs and sculptures resemble faceted stones, the finished pieces are
more akin to uncut diamonds in their raw attraction and seductive pull.

much to take in. But he is merely seeking to fuse disparate methods and
practices into an organic and sweepingly broad body of work.
Similarities of thought can be seen in the work of architect and designer
R Buckminster Fuller with his designs for idealised geodesic living domes
and inventions such as the influential (though ill-fated) Dymaxion car. More
recently, architect Zaha Hadid has presented us with a range of buildings,
installations, paintings and objects that seem to personify movement and
ingenuity. She has built an Olympic ski-jump and swimming stadium (a third
Olympic construction is proposed for the 2020 Tokyo Games) and she designs
clothes, jewellery and furniture.
The manifold pursuits of Fuller, Hadid and Levy embody a democratic notion
of what constitutes art and design, and the salient feature is the blurring of
distinctions and boundaries between them. Levy is a postmodernist whirlwind
and a pleasure to observe in frenetic progress at his studio. His confidence
is ironclad—and for good reason: he consistently inspires and surprises in a
manner that satisfies all who come into contact with the artist and his works.
Kenny Schachter
Writer, Curator, Dealer

Levy is a pull-yourself-up-by-your-bootstraps creative entrepreneur who relishes
his efforts and thrives on his strivings. He is a visionary, not of the dreaming variety
but instead focused on doing and implementing. He is tall, dark, athletic and
charismatic, and often disappears for blocks of time, completely incommunicado,
only to emerge with a portfolio of new works on the drawing board. I’d say
Levy subscribes to the credo that you have one life to live, so better cram it all
in and then add a bit more—an everything-but-the-kitchen-sink approach that
encompasses inventiveness.
Levy’s furniture and design artefacts are coveted by collectors, and with his
burgeoning art projects some might argue that his extensive output is too
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fixing nature

FixingNature, 2010
installation
Reality Lab exhibition
21_21 Design Sight, Tokyo, Japan
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art

FixingNature, 2010
wood branches and logs, handmade
plaster bands, video
unique
installation
Reality Lab exhibition
21_21 Design Sight, Tokyo, Japan
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absent nature

Out There Logging, 2008
video
34 minutes
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absent nature

Wood Cut in the Forest “Axe”, 2008
photographic print
unique
Wood Cut in the Forest “Trunk”, 2008
photographic print
unique
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absent nature

LogMesh, 2008
structure and grid in stainless steel
edition of 5
45 x 100 x 80 cm
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absent nature

Log30, 2008
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 5
12 x 30 x 15 cm

LogTotemShift, 2010
three-dimensional rendering
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absent nature

Wood Cut in the Forest “G”, 2008
photographic print
unique
LogBow, 2008
photographic print
unique
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LogPainting, 2010
acrylic on handmade paper
unique
composition
160 x 160 cm
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absent nature

LogPainting, 2008
acrylic on handmade paper
unique
24 x 23 cm
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absent nature

LogPainting, 2008
acrylic on handmade paper
unique
various sizes
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absent
nature
crater
corten

Out There Logging, 2010
installation view
Eighth Veil Gallery, Los Angeles, USA
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LaserPainting, 2011
laser-cut mirror polished marine grade
stainless steel and oil paint
unique
50 x 60 cm
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absent nature

LaserPainting, 2011
laser-cut mirror polished marine grade
stainless steel and oil paint
unique
178 x 68 cm
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absent nature

Cubed Logs in Shift Disorder, 2010
three-dimensional rendering
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absent nature

RockRaw, 2006
solid pine
unique
25 x 53 x 64 cm
RockMesh, 2008
structure and grid in stainless steel
edition of 8
50 x 25 x 50 cm
RockRaw, 2006
solid pine
unique
25 x 53 x 64 cm
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absent nature

Light, 2010
photographic print
unique
Luminescence, Between Fire & Ice, 2010
installation view
Santa Monica Museum of Art
Santa Monica, USA
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absent nature

RockMesh, 2008
structure and grid in stainless steel
edition of 8
25 x 55 x 50 cm
RockMesh, 2008
structure and grid in stainless steel
edition of 8
25 x 55 x 50 cm
31 x 110 x 54 cm
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absent nature

LiquidTime, 2008
solid silver
unique
various sizes
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absent nature

FractalCloudGiant_72PU, 2008
neon strips, tie-wraps, cables, 72 power units, steel structure
unique
200 x 500 Ø cm
Absent Nature, 2008
installation view
Wright Gallery, Chicago, USA
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absent nature

Absent Nature, 2008
installation view
Wright Gallery, Chicago, USA
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absent nature

LogCrystalized, 2010
three-dimensional simulation
Etching Center, Cabri, Israel
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absent nature

RockGiant, 2009, mirror polished marine grade stainless steel, unique, 600 x 180 x 180 cm, private collection, France
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absent nature

RockShiftGiant, 2011, mirror polished marine grade stainless steel, unique, 336 x 139 x 125 cm, private collection, Israel
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RockStone_188, 2012, mirror polished marine grade stainless steel, unique, 188 x 50 x 50 cm
54

absent nature

RockStone_179, 2012, mirror polished marine grade stainless steel, unique, 179 x 50 x 50 cm
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absent nature

RockTower, 2012
mirror polished marine grade
stainless steel
unique
116 x 130 x 106 cm
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RockTower6, 2010
mirror polished copper
unique
70 x 60 x 30 cm
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absent nature

MicroRocksOxidized, 2012
oxidized mirror polished copper
edition of 8
10 x 22 x 21 cm
11 x 26 x 20 cm
13 x 42 x 22 cm
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absentessays
nature

wire bike

FixingNature, 2010
wood logs and handmade paster bands
unique
30 x 13 Ø cm
Natural Disorder, 2010
installation view
Alon Segev Gallery, Tel Aviv, Israel
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La Recette Video

This video project comes to connect past and future, the notion of memories
connected to emotions, taste, physical and mechanical gestures and to
the transmission of knowhow and codes of meaning and understanding
from generation to generation. My Grandmother, 92 years old when filmed
in 2007, does not really remember the recipe anymore. She recalls her
actions and her movements, that with the years became nearly automatic.
She cannot give the exact quantities, but rather gives indications such as
“until it feels right” or “until it tastes good”. From the outside it is obviously
impossible to execute the recipe as she explains it in the film. Watching this
film gives me mixed feelings, between laughing and crying. This film seizes
the moment where presence and absence meet: when she leaves us, the
recipe will go with her, leaving behind the trace and memorable sensation
one can feel from simply tasting something that revives memories, sounds,
smells—and emotions.

La recette, 2007
video
8minutes 3seconds
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Hands_97, 2011, Lambda inkjet photographic prints, unique
68
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Departure, 2006
bronze
edition of 8
20 x 47 x 47 cm
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the other

RockBlackBrass, 2009
mirror polished brass and black patina
edition of 5
25 x 55 x 50 cm
RockBlackBrass, 2009
mirror polished brass and black patina
edition of 5
25 x 55 x 50 cm
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a meeting with arik levy

A meeting with Arik Levy at
the Pasteur Institute, paris
On what topics can a biologist and an artist–designer intellectually engage?
I am a virologist at the Pasteur Institute, and was fortunate enough to receive
a visit from Arik Levy in the laboratory, where we had the opportunity to talk
about this and that. The topics were varied and exciting, flowing in a natural
and friendly way: the links between science and art, the inspirations shared
by researchers and creatives alike, the life forms of the microscopic world,
our scientific discoveries and the questions we ask in the laboratory, Arik’s
personal objectives and the artistic message he wants to express, and much,
much more!
The first thing that struck me during our meeting was the explorative speed
and accuracy of Arik’s mind when faced with a particular scientific environment,
and his interest in the equipment and tools of the laboratory. His suggestions
to modernise these tools were spontaneous. It is true these improvements to
our lab are necessary, and that we are simply accustomed to these devices
(the pipettes, tubes, and centrifuges), their very particular aesthetic and the
mysterious, technical language associated with them. The look in his eyes and
his remarks quickly made me realise that a little rejuvenation was needed!

reproduction of the genetic material of a living organism generates mutations,
which are synonyms of evolution and adaptation. These mutations are random,
and I have the impression that Arik has fully integrated within his work the
concept of randomness. At the most extreme extent of this he has created a
software capable of deforming/transfrorming objects uncontrollably; fortunately,
the results remain harmonious with the existing practice and imagination of
the artist.
In summary, the world of Arik Levy is a complex one, simultaneously mineral
and organic, scientific and, in constant expansion, a world that fits well with
his hyperactive personality and contagious enthusiasm.  
I do hope our particular roads of art and science will cross again in future
meetings and that joint initiatives will see the light of day.
Professor Olivier Schwartz
Virologist

But that is not the key issue here. Listening to Arik explain his artistic approach,
I began to see the hidden meanings within his creations, beyond the basic
aesthetics of what seem like ‘regular’ shapes. When we look at Arik’s sculptures,
we initially see the whittled object, the basic mineral geometric appearance. But
behind these clean, cold mineral presences, an emotional and biological aspect
quickly becomes obvious. The forms created by Arik are not static; they are
constantly transforming, evolving like living processes or abstract explosions that
he, the artist, has managed to capture. In the laboratory, day after day, we try
and understand how the phenomena of viral infection induce changes—often
irreversible—in the body’s cells. Arik Levy works in a similar way: crystallising, at
a given moment, a similar dynamic phenomenon.
The language used by Arik within his work is very personal. A variety of materials
are used—steel, iron, glass, wood, stone, marble, paint—but the code throughout
is consistent and easily recognisable, rather like how genetic codes are almost
universal amongst living organisms. The individual pixels or building blocks
designed by Arik Levy appear throughout his sculptures and paintings, and his
everyday objects. But these pixels are geometrically imperfect;  “Facets”, he
calls them. They are riddled with irregularities, generating disorder, just as the
MineralizedVirus, 2013, photographic print and acrylic
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RockGermination, 2009, study, three-dimensional rendering of a ‘Rock Germination’ process and evolution
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DiamondFusionWire, 2009
stereolithography in epoxy resin
unique
16 x 16 x 14 cm
DiamondFusion, 2009  
stereolithography in epoxy resin
unique
16 x 16 x 14 cm
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Fear, 2004
Epson inkjet prints
editions of 3
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Sparkler, 2004
video
54sec
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RockGrowth, 2009
ink on paper
unique
RockGrowth_RG400, 2013
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
installation view
400 x 440 x 320 cm
Paris, France
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RockGrowth, 2010
China ink and acrylic on wood    
unique
90 x 139 cm
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RockGrowth, 2010
acrylic on wood
unique
80 x 120 cm
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RockGrowth, 2010
acrylic on wood
unique
80 x 120 cm
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RockGrowth, 2010
oil on wood
unique
87 x 100 cm
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RockGrowth, 2010
acrylic and spray paint on wood
unique
62 x 72 cm
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RockGrowth, 2010
acrylic on wood
unique
60 x 70 cm
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RockSprout_RS4, 2012
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
42 x 76 x 63 cm
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RockSprout, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
55 x 128 x 112 cm
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RockGrowth_RG1, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
155 x 146 x 106 cm
private collection, The Netherlands
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RockGrowth_R&O, sculpture, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
172 x 206 x 161 cm
private collection, Israel
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RockGrowth 800cm Atomium
This project is an exciting new commission for public sculpture to be set
at the feet of the mythical Atomium, built in 1958 for the World’s Fair
in Brussels. The Atomium is made from polished aluminum and reflects
its surrounding environment just as does my stainless steel sculpture. In
RockGrowth 800cm Atomium it was important for me to arrive at the right
sculptural formation, material and finishing to be juxtaposed against the
Atomium. The existing ‘building’ is like a cage, a structure with closed
ends and internal circulation. My sculpture is the complete opposite but
still expresses a similar energy. The core of RockGrowth 800cm Atomium
extends itself with dynamic angles generating multiple images via the
reflection of its polished mirror ends. The body is painted red, inspired by
the Atomium red visible throughout the building. The visual identity and
the matching expansion found in the original logo of the World’s Fair
and RockGrowth 800cm Atomium brings both together in a harmonious
juxtaposition of opposite and matching worlds originated from a similar idea.

RockGrowth_RG800, 2013
final project three-dimensional simulation
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel and red powder coat
unique
800 x 1100 x 1200 cm
Atomium, Brussels, Belgium
Lucien de Roeck Star logo
created by graphist Lucien de Roeck
for the World’s Fair and International Exhibition in 1958, “Expo 58”
RockGrowth_RG800, wire-frame drawing
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RockGrowthCastBlack, 2011
aluminum cast, black car spray paint, wooden pod
edition of 3
47 x 73 x 45 cm
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RockGrowthWall_RGW1, 2012
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
130 x 131 x 82 cm
RockGrowthWall_RGW2, 2012
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
106 x 140 x 50 cm
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RockGermination, 2010
ink on recycled paper
unique
21 x 14 cm
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RockGermination, 2010
ink on recycled paper
unique
21 x 14 cm
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RockGermination, 2010
ink on recycled paper
unique
21 x 14 cm
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RockSplit, 2009
European walnut veneer
edition of 5
41 x 110 x 62 cm
41 x 66 x 62 cm
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RockWood, 2007
natural oak and wenga veneer
edition of 8
25 x 55 x 50 cm
28 x 65 x 50 cm
31 x 110 x 54 cm
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NatureVersusTechnology, 2008
19 oakwood logs and Planilum™ S011 illuminating glass panel
edition of 8
installation: ±60 x 120 x 50 cm (adjustable)
logs: 12 x 50 (variable)
panel: 2.4 x 120 x 30 cm
power: 110w / 220V
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RockChamber, 2012
wood, metal, black and copper
glass mosaic, fabric
unique
permanent installation
260 x 837 x 515 cm
Fondazione Bisazza,
Montecchio Maggiore, Italy
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natural disorder

the pleasures
of schizophrenia
There are compelling reasons for artists to define themselves through a
particular medium or style. In terms of branding, it is reassuring for the art
community and its clients to be able to identify not only the originality of a
work of art but also its author. The more recognisable and iconic a work of
art is, the greater the likelihood of the artist concurring a place within the
art world. One could possibly claim that by dedicating oneself to a specific
subject enables greater depth and understanding. Yet, there are obvious
pitfalls for the many artists who become entrapped in their own icons. In the
majority of cases the works become stylised and lose the vibrancy of the
original creations. Artists (and their galleries) become hesitant, for clearly
there are risks in constantly reinventing and abandoning the hard earned
recognition of past works. Thus, it is not uncommon for many artists to find
themselves entrapped by their own image, by an art world that generally
demands more of the same.
I have known Arik Levy’s work for over a decade and what characterises
all of his creations is that they are always works in progress. Irrespective
of their individual completeness they serve as stepping-stones for a creative
monologue that is both rational and unexpected. Arik has the rare ability to
continually reinvent himself while constantly deepening his preoccupation
with existing themes. This new book about the work of Arik Levy is particularly
challenging for it robs the reader of the opportunity to define the artist
through a singular theme or iconic work. Both obsessive and infinitely curious,
Arik is wired to his senses and emotions and is constantly responding to
multiple stimuli that negate the possibility of a linier path. The reader is
required to go beyond individual images and partake of the uniquely subjective
and stimulated mind of an artist that refuses to rest or accept any notion
of completion.
The works of Arik Levy are collectively a rare reaffirmation that art is a process
and not just a product. That in order for an artist to remain alive there is ultimately
no choice but to both evolve and embrace new challenges. It is not enough to be
creative, to reproduce variations of iconic works, for embedded within the work of
art is a promise not only to show but also to share the most complex and intimate
of preoccupations, and this also requires a great deal of courage.
Asaf Gottesman
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NaturalGrowth, 2013
three-dimensional rendering
various materials
variable dimensions
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natural disorder

Untitled, 1986
acrylic on architecture cardboard
unique
100 x 70 cm
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natural disorder

Personality Disorder Social Codes, 2010
black car spray paint, axes, hanging lightbulb
installation
350 x 500 x 500 cm
Art Amsterdam 2010
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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natural disorder

Personality Disorder Social Codes, 2010
black car spray paint, axes
PersonalityDisorder, 2010
black car spray paint, plywood
unique
32 x 40 x 33 cm
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natural disorder

Personality Disorder Social Codes, 2010
black car spray paint, axes
installation view
Natural Disorder, 2010
Alon Segev Gallery, Tel Aviv, Israel
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natural disorder

AxWood, 2011
oak
edition of 12
24 x 52 x 3.5 cm
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natural disorder

IdentityDisorder, 2007
chair, lightbulb and cable
unique
82 x 45 x 45 cm
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natural disorder

Chaton Superstructures, 2009
aluminum tubes joined by
investment handcast segments,
matte paint
unique
installation view
300 x 270 x 270 cm
Lichtenstein Museum,
Vienna, Austria
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natural disorder

HumanCanyon, 2013, installation view, 60 tons of Turkish silver white marble, supported by IMIB, Milan, Italy
134
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natural disorder
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natural disorder

Panska skala
natural formation near Kamenicky Senov, Czech Republic
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natural disorder

LogSkinFold_88, 2012
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 5
88 x 82 x 11 cm
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natural disorder

RockFusion, 2007,
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 20
41 x 125 x 80 cm
RockFusionBlackBrass, 2012
mirror polished brass with black patina
edition of 5
41 x 125 x 80 cm
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natural disorder

RockFusionGiant, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
350 x 210 x 193 cm
private collection, Israel
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natural disorder

RockTripleFusionGiant, 2012
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
333 x 312 x 239 cm
private collection, Switzerland
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natural disorder

RockTripleFusion, 2012
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
unique
71 x 93 x 76 cm
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natural disorder

RockLiquid, 2012
wood structure, liquid Corian®
unique
27 x 57 x 52 cm
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natural disorder

MicroRocksWood, 2012
reconstituted oak
edition of 8
22 x 21 x 10 cm
26 x 20 x 11 cm
42 x 22 x 13 cm
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emotional deflection

EmotionalDeflection, 2009
acrylic on cold press watercolor paper
unique
18 x 35 cm
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emotional deflection

Untitled, 2010
acrylic on wood
unique
45 x 70 cm
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emotional deflection

ImageShift detail, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel   
ImageShift_IS4, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 3
28 x 112 x 7 cm
ImageShiftBlackSteel_IS3, 2012
black coated and mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 3
35 x 125 x 7 cm
ImageShift_IS5, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel and copper
edition of 3
35 x 74 x 7 cm
ImageShift_IS3, 2012
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 3
125 x 35 x 7 cm
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emotional deflection

ImageShift_IS3, 2011
mirror polished marine grade
stainless steel
edition of 3
35 x 125 x 7 cm
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emotional deflection

EmotionalDeflectionFrameWood, 2010
oakwood
edition of 5
30 x 48 x 7 cm
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emotional deflection

EmotionalDeflection, 2011
acrylic on Canon inkjet photographic prints
unique
29.5 x 42 cm
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emotional deflection

EmotionalDeflection, 2011, acrylic on Canon inkjet photographic prints, unique, 42 x 29.5 cm
168
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EmotionalDeflection “TelAvivShift”, 2011
photographic print on aluminum structure
unique
29.5 x 70 cm

170

emotional deflection

EmotionalDeflection “TelAviv”, 2011
photographic print and acrylic paint
unique
29.5 x 42 cm
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emotional deflection

Fruits, 2004
Lambda inkjet photographic prints
series
edition of 3
29.5 x 42 cm
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emotional deflection

VoicePositivizer, 2010
interactive installation
installation view
Confessions exhibition
Slott Gallery, Paris, France
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emotional deflection

ColorShift, 2012
acrylic on wood
unique
100 x 70 cm

176
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emotional deflection

ColorShift, 2012
acrylic on wood
unique
115 x 90 cm
51 x 51 cm
100 x 70 cm
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emotional deflection

IrisBlackHole, 2011
acrylic on handmade paper
unique
various sizes
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emotional deflection

IrisBlackHole, 2011
acrylic on handmade paper
unique
48 x 34 cm
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emotional deflection

LogSlice5, 2010
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 5
84 x 140 x 15 cm

184
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emotional deflection

LogSlice3, 2010
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 5
9 x 160 x 44 cm
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emotional deflection

LogSlice4, 2013
mirror polished marine grade
stainless steel
edition of 5
11 x 146 x 73.6 cm
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ChemicalPlate “Love Is All I Needed”, 2012
engraved Hi-Macs® natural acrylic stone
edition of 3
1.2 x 59.4 x 42 cm

190

emotional deflection

ChemicalPlate “Uncontrolled Muscle
Make Us Be Alive”, 2012
engraved Hi-Macs® natural acrylic stone
edition of 3
1.2 x 59.4 x 42 cm
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emotional deflection

AbstractRock, 2012
black epoxy coated coppered steel wire
edition of 50
57 x 48 x 40 cm

AbstractTotem_150, 2013
red epoxy coated coppered steel wire
edition of 5
installation view
150 x 51 x 51 cm
Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris, France
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genetic intimacy

Genetic Intimacy, 2012
installation view
Alon Segev Gallery, Tel Aviv, Israel
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nature, mind, materials
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NATURE, MIND, MATERIALS

We two—how long we were fool’d!
Now transmuted, we swiftly escape, as Nature escapes;
We are nature—long have we been absent, but now we return;
We become plants, leaves, foliage, roots, bark;
We are bedded in the ground—we are rocks;
We are oaks—we grow in the openings side by side;
We browse—we are two among the wild herds, spontaneous as any;
... We have voided all but freedom, and all but our own joy.
From Leaves of Grass,
“We two—how long we were fool’d!”, Walt Whitman.

Arik Levy’s creative mind and impulse are relentless, voracious, driven. His
works in metal, wood, drawing, and painting derive inspiration in form and
content from nature. The outdoor works cohere with their surroundings while
drawing attention to their status as made things, beautiful incursions wrought
from raw materials drawn from the earth and transformed. They evoke rocks,
trees, monuments of triumphant past eras, resolutely owning the spaces they
occupy. Nature is the inspiration, but the artist’s mind reigns supreme. The
elegant forms of Levy’s sculptures celebrate and transform the geometry of
nature. His outdoor works are simultaneously site-specific and universal in
their language. They are resolutely here, in a particular place and time and
also easily imagined anywhere and everywhere.
Levy’s art, and his approach, defies conventional boundaries. He synthesises
past experience, bridging the worlds of art and design, blurring the distinctions
between the purely aesthetic and the gorgeously practical. With a sophisticated
knowledge of sculptural traditions, his formal language synthesises iconic
modernism and undeniably current expressions of twenty-first century sleekness
and complexity.

Optics are in play, however, particularly in the works that employ mirrorlike surfaces that reflect the light, the landscape, the surroundings. Levy
is a polymath, a hallmark of his work over the past 20 years, and enjoys
experimenting with a variety of materials. Sometimes, the media are
intentionally close to nature, resulting in a kind of union between form and
content, particularly in his works made of wood. In the metal works, nature
is at a remove, yet the sinuous forms and subtly complex compositions refer
to the world we apprehend when we see trees, rocks, hills.
Levy is like a scientist or a musician, constantly experimenting and exploring
variations on a theme. Nature in its myriad forms is a fundamental source
of ideas and inspiration, but so too are the possibilities of creativity itself.
His extensive body of work suggests a resolute restlessness, a will to
overcome the inherent constraints of time and space. Taken individually,
the works entice the viewer into a suspended moment of discovery and
direct engagement. As a body of work, Levy proposes a universe created of
continual exploration and unfolding, sequential experiences. As he produces
work, building on the past, his oeuvre presents a kind of archaeology of
the creative mind governed by the immutable laws of nature. Arik Levy’s
sculptures present a microcosm of life itself: growing, reproducing, evolving,
moving. They embody the fundamental contradictions of stasis and dynamism,
three-dimensional objects that poetically and defiantly celebrate the freedom
and the joy of their creator.
Charlotte N Eyerman, PhD
Art Historian and Director of the Monterey Museum of Art, Monterey, USA

Levy monumentalises the organic forms of Brancusi or Arp, extending the
biomorphic idea to create large-scale works that address the viewer in ways
that are equally cerebral and sensuous. His sculptures, installed indoors
or out, own the spaces they occupy. They dance in space, thrust upward,
explode off the wall, reminding the viewer that to experience sculpture is
foremost a bodily experience rather than an optical one.
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genetic intimacy

MineralBranch, 2012
Carrara marble
unique
installation view
46 x 187 x 73 cm
Genetic Intimacy exhibition
Alon Segev Gallery, Tel Aviv, Israel
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genetic intimacy

MineralizedPainting “Tree on a Beach”, 2012
transformed photography digitally printed on wood, acrylic paint
unique
80 x 117 cm
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genetic intimacy

Nothing Is Quite As It Seems, 2012
installation view
Passage de Retz, Paris, France
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MineralizedPainting, 2012
transformed photography digitally printed on wood, acrylic paint
unique
108 x 137 cm
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MineralizedPainting, 2012
transformed photography digitally printed on wood, acrylic paint
unique
28 x 41.5 cm
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MineralizedPainting, 2012
transformed photography digitally printed on wood, acrylic paint
unique
28 x 41 cm
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MineralizedPainting, 2012,
transformed photography digitally printed on wood, acrylic paint
unique
28 x 41 cm
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genetic intimacy

CraterCorten_E416, 2012
Corten steel
unique
installation view
400 x 416 x 271 cm
Nothing Is Quite As It Seems exhibition
Passage de Retz, Paris, France
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genetic intimacy

CraterCorten_B105, 2012
Corten steel
edition of 3
49 x 105 x 80 cm
Crater_F210
red powder coated steel
unique
210 x 85 x 78 cm
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genetic intimacy

CraterPainting, 2012
graphite and acrylic on wood
unique
28 x 41.5 cm
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genetic intimacy

CraterSegment_CS1_88, 2012
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
and red polyurethane paint
edition of 3
22 x 67 x 41 cm
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genetic intimacy

CraterMarble_C80, 2012
Carrara marble
unique
40 x 80 x 79 cm
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genetic intimacy

CraterAir_C204, 2012
mirror polished stainless steel, inner
pressure forming
unique
installation view
188 x 110 x 203 cm
Nothing Is Quite As It Seems exhibition
Passage de Retz, Paris, France
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CraterAirSegment, 2012
mirror polished stainless steel, inner pressure forming
unique
18 x 60 x 50 cm
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CraterAir_C203, 2012
mirror polished stainless steel, inner
pressure forming
unique
188 x 110 x 203 cm
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genetic intimacy

CraterAir_C80, 2013
mirror polished stainless steel, inner pressure forming
unique
87 x 80 x 47 cm
CraterCorten_C300, 2012
Corten steel
unique
320 x 300 x 178 cm
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genetic intimacy

LiquidPainting, 2011
liquid Corian® on wood
unique
87 x 100 x 5 cm
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LiquidPainting, 2011
liquid Corian® on wood
unique
5 x 116 Ø cm
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LiquidPainting, 2011
liquid Corian® on wood
unique
61 x 79 x 5 cm
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genetic intimacy

LiquidPainting, 2011
liquid Corian® on wood
unique
105 x 90 x 5 cm
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genetic intimacy

SolidLiquid, detail, 2012
mouth-blown colored artistic glass,
silvering, oakwood and paint
unique
70 x 45 Ø cm
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genetic intimacy

SolidLiquid, 2012
mouth-blown colored atristic glass, silvering, oakwood and paint,
unique
70 x 45 Ø cm
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genetic intimacy

Light Light, 1998
installation view
Passage de Retz, Paris, France
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genetic intimacy

InteractiveGrowth, 2009 ongoing, digital photography of three-dimensional interactive modules
240
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genetic intimacy

DiamondExplosion, 2010
stereolithography in epoxy resin
unique
40 x 40 Ø cm
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genetic intimacy

Alchemy, 1996
laboratory glassware, silicate glass
spheres, aluminum, metal wires,
stainless steel springs
unique
various sizes
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genetic intimacy

Migration, 2007
photographic prints
unique
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genetic intimacy

LogSlicePainting, 2010
acrylic on wood
unique
70 x 141 x 5 cm
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LogSlicePainting, 2010
multilayered acrylic on wood
unique
40 x 54 x 10 cm
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LogSlicePainting, 2010
multilayered acrylic on wood
unique
56 x 79 x 7.5 cm
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genetic intimacy

Nothing Is Quite As It Seems, 2012
installation view
Passage de Retz, Paris, France
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social codes

Down, 2004
video
52seconds
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social codes

Untitled, 1986
installation view
Sculpture Park, Jaffa, Israel
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social codes

SocialSkin, 2007
photographic print
SocialSkin, 2007
three-dimensional rendering
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social codes

Parpaings, 2011
sculptures in reconstituted oak
21 x 42 x 9 cm
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social codes

LoveScars, 2009
details of Love sculpture
foam, fabric, chromed metal,
embroidery threads
unique
70 x 70 x 75 cm
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social codes

365 Contemporay Saints—Saint Diane, 1995 ongoing
photography series with light sculpture Shine
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270

social codes

271

social codes

page 270
Saint Paola
Saint Joseph
Saint Lili
Saint Jonathan
page 271
Saint Mickaël
365 Contemporay Saints—Saint Vincent, 1995 ongoing
photography series with light sculpture Shine
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social codes

Shine, 1995
copper ring structure, electric cables and 94 firefly bulbs
edition of 50
30 Ø cm
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social codes

RockTotem_179, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 3
179 x 40 x 35 cm
RockTotem_177, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 3
177 x 35 x 35 cm
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RockTuna, 2011
mirror polished marine grade stainless steel
edition of 3
20 x 107 x 20 cm
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social codes

UmbilicalSuicide, 2007
reinforced extruded PVC electric cable, lightbulb
unique
60 cm, adjustable cable length
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social codes

Sevivon, 2004
video
installation view
2minutes 29seconds
Musée d’Art et d’Histoire du Judaïsme, Paris, France
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social codes

Sevivon and Candle

Sevivon (‘spinning top’) and Candle are two videos that are part of a larger
installation for the Museum of Jewish Art and History in Paris. This commission
was for the period of Chanukah, during which many stories are told and social
codes are set. Chanukah celebrates the miracle that took place when the jar,
where the oil for the lamp of the Temple was stored, was mysteriously refilled
for eight days in a row as an act of God. In the tradition of Chanukah each of the
Sevivon’s four sides has a letter and each letter corresponds to a word. When
the Sevivon stops spinning the word will be either: ‘Big’, ‘Miracle’, ‘Happened’
or ‘Here’. Children play this during the eight days of Chanukah. But since my
Sevivon never stops the miracle is still to come, and since my Candle will
never be totally consumed the day will never end, the oil will last forever, and the
light will never need to be refueled.

Sevivon, 2004
video
2minutes 29seconds
Candle, 2004
video
2minutes 00seconds
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social codes

Hug, 2004
video
6minutes 42seconds
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Absent Nature—Absent Nature is an installation resulting
from the evolution of research into the notion of absence alongside
a sense of displacement of emotions, elements and metaphors.
In a world where visual perception and the sight-related take
precedence, feeling before seeing is a challenge. Connecting to the
‘emotional’ brain through inversion, misplacement/displacement,
transcoding, and reformation of normal functions in space raises
the question of visual, emotional, physical and functional identity as well
as self-manipulation.
In this work the relationship between the visible and the invisible
is investigated; full and empty, existing and absent, tangible and
intangible. The absence of nature is catastrophic and the quest
for new civilisations is in constant development. The work reflects
our actions on Earth, taking down what has to remain steady—our
destruction—and our pretense not to have committed it.
The absent forms of appearance: the absent as the missing part is
the interpretation of the elements, the absent volume, the absent
materials, the absence of use, the absence of human life, genetic
codes, feelings, sex, emotions and nature as well as the absence of
reality. These pieces are an evolution of the Rock that also engages
the absence of the parts that are removed. Light is also key—
imposing the reflection of images and refracted light invisible to our
eye when looking in a fixed direction. Every facet of these elements
represents the absence of nature and the work appears as if from an
alternative civilisation.
In the shadow of the FractalCloud light, an enormous hexagonal
ring of powerful light has been created from over one thousand light
tubes, woven into one another to become a single light-emitting
textile, projecting two small ricochets, one in colour and one
in warmer ambient light. A medical cabinet in glass features,
containing wood samples and pieces that are to become a trace
of what is not there. When investigating these issues, I realised that
the facets have a very important role and translate themselves
into multiple meanings and worlds. It was evident, when working
backwards and opening the skin of the rock to create the rock
mirror—a reflecting and inverted insect eye looking in instead of
out—that there was subversion. I also realised that when flat,
the form creates the topography of unknown land: a map. An
agriculture that we do not witness from a bird’s eye view, this seems
an irrational way for humans to split land into parcels.
From this point I began to let fractals of the rock fall, to become
elements of itself, creating its own world. From that moment in my
mind all I saw was just the facet in all its unusual forms and the
volume the form once extruded. It was an extremely interesting
moment to see that these extrusions turn the mineral into vegetal
and that the rock becomes tree. But not any tree. A tree that has
been logged, cut and divided into segments, standing on various
axes of itself and in turn enhancing the absence of nature.
Human beings are mindful of nature and naturally phototropic—they
walk towards light. Human nature is curious and nature subverted
urges us to look for more.
Rocks offer the light vital to human life and suggest a new nature,
an Absent Nature.
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AbstractRock—AbstractRock is an attempt to reduce to void the
physical presence of the Rock by eliminating all of its characteristics
apart from its outline description, a group of facets that come together
to create a closed volume. One can still see its formation but, at a
distance and depending on the light’s source and direction, it can
be misleading and appear as a 2-D and not a 3-D object. Hanged on
a surface or in space, or carefully laid down, the piece takes new
meanings every time.

a visual saint instantaneously. The book will have 365 Saints—one
for every day of the year.

Atomium—built for the World’s Fair in 1958. A 92 metre high atom
structure that will host an eight metre high RockGrowth sculpture to be
set in April 2014 as a permanent installation.

Cage—mineral cage structures: works in progress.

ABYSS—a deep, dark chasm in earth that appears to be endlessly
descending. The term is often used in a religious context to describe
one of the representations of hell.

Ax—a beautiful tool that can be perceived in different ways, depending
on how it is used. A new social code that has developed since
Hitchcock showed the kitchen knife, originally designed to cut
food, as a killing tool. In prehistoric times, the ax was used to fight
for survival, hunt for food, build a home, make fire, etc.. Today,
should someone walk around with an ax in their hands or better on
their shoulder, they would be stared at and considered potential
murderers or totally crazy. The ax, when painted monochromatically
loses its visual strength/impact: when we look at it, we do not know
anymore if it is a real one or not and if the blade and handle are in
metal and wood or not. At this very moment the ax becomes other
than the violence that it represents to us. I also refer to the ax as a
symbol of social disorder.

Cellular Regeneration

ALAIN GUTHARC GALLERY
ALCHEMY—an influential chemical philosophical tradition and a form
of proto-science variously based on hermetic principles in relation to
mythology and spirituality. Its key aims are the transmutation of base
metals into gold; the discovery of the panacea; and the preparation of
the elixir of longevity.
Alon Segev gallery
Alterity

Atom

Bait (—)תיבhouse/home in Hebrew.  

Analytical
BB—stands for BlackBrass.
Animal—and reptilian brain is where elements of our intuition and
sensorial radars are placed... at times I feel a lot more ‘animal’ then
intellectual... more into feeling than into analysing, more into ‘gut’
feelings and body reactions than into immediate cerebral reactions.
When holding a great piece of stone or wood the energy transmitted
is very tactile and present.
Anthropology

Business—the etymology of ‘business’ relates to the state of being
busy either as an individual or society, as a whole, doing commercially
viable and profitable work.

Black—black was one of the first colours used by artists in
Neolithic cave paintings.
Beauty

CC—stands for CraterCorten.

Centre des arts d’Enghien-les-Bains—is an interesting
place in the north of Paris where I was invited to exhibit in 2007.
The exhibition was called The Other and it gave the start to many
projects and covered many aspects of my work: objects and sculpture
but also video and photography installations.
Ceramic
Chaton superstructures—these special sculptures explore
the relationship between architecture and space: the abstract
expression of the crystal-cut Chaton transforms into a structure in which
one can choose to walk around or simply peer through. An inside/
outside space is thus created, expressing graphically the 3-D data
of the cut. These pieces can take any size and as installation pieces
adapt to different scales. They were made in big scale first for
the Osmosis exhibition commissioned by Nadja Swarovski.
Chemicalplates—works that help me to rewrite what I believe to
be the genetic of society. Words and names are scattered as
transformed chemical formulas and fragments of these formulas are
now reinvented materials.

Biology—is a natural science based on the study of life and living
organisms, including their structures, functions, growth, evolution,
distribution, and taxonomy.

Chemistry

Biomimicry—behaviour, biomimicry or biomimetics is the imitation
of the models, systems and elements of nature for the purpose of solving
complex human problems.

Chromosome

Biomorphic—a description of a decorative item or artwork that, in
its design and shape, reminds us of a living organism. This approach
to design was the main focus of Biomorphism, an artistic movement of
the early twentieth century.

Clay—past and future, great to work with. A sedimentary mud-like
material, consisting primarily of hydrated silicates of aluminum quartz,
and organic fragments, with grains smaller than 0.002mm in diameter.
It is plastic when wet and solidifies and hardens when heated. Often
used in pottery, brick and tile making.

Christine Mostert—inspiration.

Antithesis
Appearances of absence
Arrangement—arranging things (also a book by Leonard Koren
that I recommend) is not without control... even when one thinks that
it is just done it might not be. I especially noticed that even setting
food on a plate has a lot to do with colours and colour balance, quantity
and proportions to the other food on the same plate, colours, shadows
and proportions... even textures are part of the decision in the setup.

Civilisation

Body—us, human, scale.
Collective memory

Archaeology—what will the archaeology of the future look like?
Art

Boundary/ies—limits to cross, play and interact with. Be inside
or out, to push and distort.

Asaf Gottesman

Brass—brass is an alloy of copper and zinc; the proportions of
zinc and copper can be varied to create a range of brasses with
varying properties.

A saint for a day—I am currently working on a book with 365
contemporary saints to associate with... another social code is the
visual light crown Jesus had and all the saints are represented with.
I have created Shine, a light sculpture that allows anybody to become

Bronze—bronze is an alloy consisting primarily of copper, usually
with tin as the main additive. It is hard and tough, and it was so
significant in antiquity that the Bronze Age was named after the metal.
Magic, ancient, quality, eternal.

Art Centre Europe

Collectors—the role of collectors goes far beyond the actual
acquisition of the artwork. In many cases collectors become friends
and followers, people you can count on and they are all supportive in
their own way.... I am not even sure they realise that every piece they
acquire allows me to progress further into the future of my career...
they allow me to buy material and spend time on making new artworks,
expand and extend my landscape of ideas as well as transform them
into reality. My gratitude goes way beyond these few words and I
thank them all.
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ColourShift
Colour
Commissions—the commissions are the highest level of support
for an artist: when a collector takes a step forward by showing
so much trust in my work and me, it is an incredible feeling and a
unique opportunity, each time in its own way, to expand and create
something new.
Complexity
Components—fractal elements, parts off.
Computer Modeling

words

magma chamber may empty enough for an area above it to subside,
forming what may appear to be a crater but is actually known as a
caldera. Crater may refer to: in landforms, impact crater, caused by
two celestial bodies impacting each other, such as a meteorite hitting
a planet.
Crisis—a crisis (from the Greek κρίσις—krisis; plural: ‘crises’; adjectival
form: ‘critical’) is any event that is, or is expected to lead to, an unstable
and dangerous situation affecting an individual, group, community,
or whole society. Crises are deemed to be negative changes in the
security, economic, political, societal, or environmental affairs, especially
when they occur abruptly, with little or no warning. More loosely, it is a
term meaning ‘a testing time’ or an ‘emergency event’.
Crystal—fascination, mystic, power, gemology, kryptonite, facet,
reflection....

Confession—to myself, to him, to her, to us.

Dance—freedom of the mind, spirit and body.

Confessional—a confessional is a small, enclosed booth used for
the Sacrament of Penance, often called Confession, or Reconciliation.

Darkness—light.
Dependence—dependency, faith, help, existing, supported.

ContemporaryDomesticConfessional—communication tool.
Contrast—used to distinguish structures or fluids within a body,
often shortened to just ‘contrast’.
Copper—copper is a chemical element with the symbol “Cu” (from
Latin: cuprum) and atomic number 29. It is a ductile metal with very
high thermal and electrical conductivity. Pure copper is soft and
malleable; a freshly exposed surface has a reddish-orange colour.
It is used as a conductor of heat and electricity, a building material,
and a constituent of various metal alloys.
Corten—weathering steel, best-known under the trademark
COR-TEN steel and sometimes written without the hyphen as
‘Corten steel’, are a group of steel alloys which were developed to
eliminate the need for painting, and form a stable rust-like appearance
if exposed to the weather for several years.

Energy

Economy

ExperimentalGrowth—second level of complexity for my
interactive, body movement activated sculpture tool.

Design—mission, technology, technique, logistics, innovation.
DiamondFusion—creating a new molecule... defining the form
of the base crystal genetically while modifying the process of
crystallisation. The Chaton cut becomes the base element growing
into a crystallised formation readily found in nature.

Epidermic feeling—an ‘on the skin’ feeling, I also refer to this
as an experience, or a sensation.

Element—fragment.
Emotion—a psychological feeling subjectively experienced by
an individual based on their circumstance, mood and personality
traits. Emotions have physiological foundations, and are thus also
subject to the influence of hormones and chemicals in the brain.
Evolutionary theory suggests that human emotions are offshoots of
our psychosocial development.  
Emotional Deflection—managing my own feelings.

Conceptual

Confessions—a confession is a strong action of confidence
and internal-external transparency in conjunction with our emotional
ergonomics reflexes.... It’s the action of exposing intimate aspects
of our everyday experiences and of giving oneself the domestic
tools and becoming some sort of facilitator. Humour and scale
take elements in and out of their taboo arenas and give a twist
to what is not shown or discussed. A domestic space, interior
dimensions, and distilled iconography contribute to the open and
direct introduction of the subject. Social skin, rules, relationship,
conflicts, fusions... confessions.

Duplicity—deceitfulness in speech or conduct, as by speaking or
acting in two different ways or being two different things concerning
the same matter.

“It has been nearly two years since my first exhibition My name is Arik at
the gallery: it was an exposure of my work and myself as well as of the
private spaces of the gallery’s owners. It was our first exhibition together
and all was very raw and circled around the building of our relationship.
In the last few years, the unconditioned space of life resulting from a
father-and-son relationship within the adolescence period has taken me
for a wild ride. Due to my over sensibility and sensitivity, I find myself in
an emotional, physical and psychological difficulty, not to say distress
at times, at the moment of approaching each other from a distance and
getting closer, when energy, feelings and irrational/rational ideas get
extremely powerful. Meetings or missed encounters are moments of
deflection and superimposition of numerous parameters of life itself.

Empty—absence, missing, ready to receive, get fueled, re-charge,
taken care off, consumed, wanted.
Environment
Evolution—most of my work evolves via transformed codes of
evolution in nature, social life, science and behaviour patterns. The
interesting part for me in it is the phase of transition where the final
results are a getaway to the next session.
Experience—life.

Facet—a fragment of a non-regular structure, juxtaposed to another
one of new formation sharing one side of it as a common link. The
facet stands out as an individual form, space, unit and measure of
scale as well as direction. The facet is also a quality and character,
a sign of the time or the age of the rock maybe like the scales on a
turtle’s shield or a fish skin.
Family
Feeling—resource.

DiamondExplosion—created emotionally.
Displacement—the difference between the final and initial position
of a point.
DNA—Deoxyribonuclelic acid (DNA) is a molecule, mostly located
in the cell nucleus, that encodes genetic commands used in the
construction, development and maintenance of all living organisms.
The information stored in DNA is organised in a code composed
of four chemical bases, arranged in sequential pairs that are held
together along two sugar-phosphate structural strands, giving DNA
the appearance of a spiraling ladder.
Domestic
Donald Judd—inspiration. Excelsior Springs, Missouri, 1928. Donald
Judd was an American sculptor and writer, though he also worked
within the fields of furniture design and architecture in his later years. He
is considered one of the key exponents and theoreticians associated
with minimalism, though he dismissed the term. Judd died in New York
City in 1994.

Craftsmanship

In this new exhibition Emotional Deflection I intend to show a new and
very recent body of work relating to actions and relativeness within
me and my emotional architecture... relationships within the social
environment, urban landscape as well as the relationships I have with
me and my schizophrenic self, the world, people, my family and others.
All this is expressed mostly with abstract works, drawings, filming,
sculpture, photography and some figurative elements.
The dominating part of my work is actually ‘contrast’. It takes different
meanings and various forms... texture and tactile aspects are of
important value, they take a subconscious place in experiencing the
works and the meanings. The use of reflective (deflective) surfaces is
not about just the material but particularly about the reflections, what
they make us see—and therefore feel—as direct or indirect aspects
of our immediate surroundings. Another important aspect is the fact
that when our own reflection takes part in the piece, an evident
participation is generated.
Visual kinetics, movement, dynamics of action and reaction are all part
of the contrast I seek to establish, build to crash to build. Perpetual
hope and positivity, some created by our own actions and some
completed by our own brain.

Folding—folding versus welding is one of the puzzles we deal with
every time a new piece gets into production... what to weld and what
to fold. Once we pass a certain scale, the stainless steel layers are
so big that it feels like playing with paper and yet, at any new fold,
it gets more and more structured and architectural. In a metaphoric
way the reflections on the rock fold our reality into it.
FixingNature—The FixingNature series of works explores the
relationship between us humans in relation to ourselves and to nature.
It also creates a metaphor to behavioural patterns and displacing
activities and ideas from one world to another. Just like we would take
someone who broke their arm to the hospital and have it plaster-fixed,
I take these logs and try to give them the same attention and love, care
and look after them so that they would get ‘fixed’ (in US slang “fixing”
can also mean “fucking”).
Fixing also helps to recreate tree trunks from logs, but since these do
not come from the same tree or part, they will never match as such.
The plaster bands (same ones used for medical care) come to bond
and connect together to create a pseudo new tree, not genetically,
but emotionally modified this time.

Down—video, perpetual, endlessness of no progress.
Crater—a volcanic crater is a circular depression in the ground
caused by volcanic activity. It is typically a basin, circular in form within
which occurs a vent (or vents) from which magma erupts as gases,
lava, and ejecta. A crater can be of large dimensions, and sometimes
of great depth. During certain types of climactic eruptions, the volcano’s
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Drawing—practice, discover, search, understand, copy from the
mind to the paper.

The gallery space is fragmented into rooms and separate spaces:
at my first visit this morphology had invited me to continue showing
different stories in different spaces but keeping them all under the
same theme.”

While doing it we also learn about the destruction or the absence
created, and about the illusion that “the good is done”... “it has been
taken care of”... ”I fixed it”... ”it was mended”. Observing the pieces
and the process gives the feeling of an invisible door to a meditating
zone, where one can concentrate and project his mind... thinking of
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what we see, then see what we think... it is science and poetry at the
same time... each piece is a forest, each piece is a lifetime... each
piece is an ax, and each piece is a fire... one can also plaster a car
after an accident or a ceramic cup after it gets broken and get into the
same state of mind.
Fluid—a continuous, amorphous substance, usually assumed
to be a liquid, that can flow, has no fixed shape, and offers very
little resistance to an external stress.
FloorJewellery—a collection of crystal master-cut in marble
underlines the contrast between transparency and opacity, mass and
weightlessness... the mineral within a different skin and the beauty of
the marble as a mass versus the transparent crystal. As juxtaposition
to the other superstructures, these marbles are like giant necklace
fragments positioned on the floor.
Fondazione Bisazza—a young and ambitious foundation
that commissioned a permanent installation by me—curated by the
Foundation’s Director, Maria Cristina Didero—that opened in
November 2012. The installation consists of a nine metre long
RockCell, nine small 3-D print sculptures that were created thanks
to the Experimental Growth interactive software I developed to be
able to create emotionally.
Forbidden Fruit—Confessions photography exhibition.
FractalCloud—light sculpture, represents a piece with no beginning
and no end... the micro-neons are stretching into the space in every
direction and creating virtual lines in space. The presence of wires, power
units and connections gives this piece the radical characteristics of
industrial art. Light becomes fabric and can be configured in an endless
amount of possibilities. These are all unique pieces.  
Freedom
Fusion—the idea of fusion is important to me. When I look at my
‘fusion’ pieces, I cannot help wondering whether the pieces are in the
process of getting one into the other or if they are getting separated
from each other. These pieces all give a feeling of kinetics and movement
despite their elements being still and inert.

Geotectonic—tectonics (from the Vulgar Latin tectonicus, meaning
‘building’) is concerned with the orogenies and tectonic development
of cratons and tectonic terranes as well as the earthquake and volcanic
belts which directly affect much of the global population. Tectonic
studies are also important for understanding erosion patterns in
geomorphology and as guides for the economic geologist searching for
petroleum and metallic ores.
Genetic intimacy—after Natural Disorder this is the evolution
of the Rock and of my reorganised genetics narrative.
Genetic Intimacy is an exhibition where one can come to observe and
get to be part of these ideas: not that a non-intimate relation cannot
have some kind of influence but, being part of it gives the possibility to
change or realise physical parameters of such evolution. My interest is
in the process, in the transformation as well as in the biomimicry, which
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are both parallel and intersecting with my constant search for the link
among social signals, behaviour and science.
This exhibition is a turning point that switches the focus and centre
of gravity from the Rock as a monolith of non-symmetric geometry
that basically exists thanks to its reflection and to the evolution of
its boundaries. Surfaces, facets and perimeters are in evolution and
constant growth.

Handtools—the making arm of my ideas, a form of extensive power.

Innovation

Histology—(compound of the Greek words: ἱστός ‘tissue’, and
λογία ‘logia’) is the study of the microscopic anatomy of cells and
tissues of plants and animals.

Insertion

Harmonious Chaos—subject I work with.

Installing—critical moment for the works and the entire
installation energy.

This chapter opens multiple channels of exploration including the
inversion of the reflection into suction and vortex. The outer surfaces
are turning into void and craters, inside of which both the eye and
body can travel... changing scale in and out of the mind is an evident
tool that allows these journeys to happen.

Heart—a good thinking tool.

Materials are joining in to mix and change our idea of what we know
of them and what we see them for... marble becomes a light weight
complex construction that is now proven to give ultimate strength to
the construction... opacity turns into transparency... thin metal turns
into volatile grain of an unknown nature.

Hug—Hug is a very slow video of 17minutes. Once past the first
two to three minutes, it is as if the visual images of the two people
hugging faded away leaving place to a mere perception of an
exchange of energy. The film does not reveal the identity of the
huggers, therefore anyone can place him/herself in the role.
The moments where the two people put their arms on the other’s
shoulder visually create a heart shape/form.

In this installation I was also looking to reverse our perception of space
by simply changing some of the points of reference that we all are so
used to looking at within a given space, in order to position ourselves
in that very space. It will be an opportunity to share these rather
internal sensations between ourselves and the sculptures. The marble
vegetation represents the last of genetic evolutions of this show, where
a mineral becomes a vegetal that grows a mineral on it. In addition to all
this are paintings of faceted, mineralised people (in this case genetically
related to me) as seen via these transactional feelings.

Inside

Intuition
Horizon
Horizontal

Irvin Yalom—Irvin David Yalom MD (born 13 June 1931) is
an American existential psychiatrist who is Emeritus Professor of
Psychiatry at Stanford University, as well as author of both fiction
and nonfiction.
Israel—home. A Middle Eastern country on the eastern Mediterranean
Sea, established in 1948 following the British withdrawal from Palestine,
which had previously been divided by recommendation of the United
Nations into separate Jewish and Arab states.

Human

Jaffa at the port—first outdoor group exhibition 1986.

Human Canyon—like water shapes the earth landscape, humans
are the shapers of our society. The marble canyon will get smoother
as people pass through it and slide against its walls. It has a meditation
interspace to pause and think.

Japan—magic, friendship, experience, guide, mentors.
Juxtaposition

Karesansui—the Japanese rock garden (枯山水 karesansui)
or ‘dry landscape’ garden, often called a “zen” garden, creates
a miniature stylised landscape through carefully composed
arrangements of rocks, water features, moss, pruned trees and
bushes, and uses gravel or sand that is raked to represent ripples
in water.

Part of my investigations and after Natural Disorder, Genetic Intimacy
is a research, an in-depth quest for the relationship between emotion
and science, nature and uncontrolled actions.

Idea

Geological affection—is the science comprising the study
of solid earth, the rocks of which it is composed, and the processes
by which they change. Geology can also refer generally to the study
of the solid features of any celestial body... connecting this to the
emotional body where feeling will be what is composing it.

Identity
IdentityDisorder—a more lightweight, additional category. If
symptoms persist or worsen, the diagnoses may be superseded by
another one, such as a mood disorder or Borderline Personality Disorder.

Kenny Schachter

Giant Rock

ImageShift—dynamic imaging visual system.

Knowledge

Gallery—a place to give birth, a place with more oxygen, space
and openness then any other... a place where the artwork takes a
final form and shows itself at its best... a place to experiment with
no defined goal... a place where one can be himself unconditionally.

Imagination

Koren Leonard—the author of an extraordinary book in which I
find great meaning and open-mindedness. His books guide me and
make my mind spring in different ways.

Idealism

Glass—is an emotional material with memory... creating in glass is
magical and unique... the process allows very unusual approaches
to the sculpture and addresses the issues of fragility and solidity at
the same time.  

Index Finger—in 1992 I lost my index finger in a working accident
at a wood workshop. It was and still is, an incredible experience.
Leaving aside the pain and all that was related to the physical
experience. The eyes see that the finger is not where it should be, but
the brain does not accept it, so you keep on seeing it although it is not
at its place. This absence keeps on being a subject I work with and
feel... the phantom is reality and the feeling attached to it is incredible.
I also realise that living in Europe away from my family is an absence
similar to the missing finger. Also related to the artwork that is done by
subtraction... missing pieces are the best projectors to light up what is
in front of us.

Globalisation

Industrial Design

GrowthRock—paintings.

Inert potency/initiative

Galerist
Geometry

Kinetics

Kryptonite—a fictional radioactive ore created from the remains
of Superman’s home planet, Krypton. It acts as the character’s
Achilles’ heel. There are many variations of kryptonite, which affect
Superman and other Kryptonians in different, largely detrimental
ways, though the famous green strain is the most well known.

L’Autre (The Other)
La RECETTE (THE RECIPE)
LaserPainting—paintings in which the canvas is the sculpture itself.
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LIFE FORCE
LIGHT—life.
LIGHTWEIGHT
LiquidPainting
LogSlice
LOG

words

Once in the space, one has the possibility to experience and
observe these elements, feel, read and interact with the lights
and reflections.
A manifest, embracing numerous issues related to nature and our
actions, to reflect us, people. The logs we cut to create a fire to warm
us up, to protect, to eat, to produce and to heat, will all affect the world
we live in, the ice all over the planet, the weather, the microorganisms,
oceans and seas, wild life, daily life, our life... and us.
But what I am interested in is the process and the transformation of
these notions and fitting one into the other.

LOOP
LOVE COUNTS—(love, food, fertility, fire, money, care, attraction,
fear, sex... love text)
>Love counts<
>Love is important>love makes us do things>crazy things>love
costs>love pays>love builds and breaks>love is fire>love is
power>love is danger>I want to eat love and let love eat me>love
gain and loss>I love this chair>I buy because I love it>love is
communication, obsession, erection>love is from the sky and from
the ground>I believe in love>love has no price>when we love the
price is not an issue>with love comes affection>do you love me?>in
love you can find fear>the fear from love>the fear for love>seduction
is love>do you fear loving>love is duality>love is sex>love makes
love making>love creates life creates love>love is a drug>we love
being in love>love gets better>I love you>
I feel in love>amour>in the name of love>love is tenderness>in you
give, give up, give away>love gives you>love is adrenalin>love is a
bomber>love is a disaster>love is beautiful>love is devotion>I adore
you my love>lovely>love is a liaison>love is gravity>love me> make
love to me now>I love kissing you>did you love her>did you love
before>love is music>love is harmony>love is a challenge>love is
maintained>evol is love backwards>love is violence>love is soft and
hard>do you love<

MANMADE NATURE
MARBLE—marble is a non-foliated metamorphic rock composed of
recrystallised carbonate minerals, most commonly calcite or dolomite.
Geologists use the term “marble” to refer to metamorphosed limestone;
however, stonemasons use the term more broadly to encompass
unmetamorphosed limestone. Marble is commonly used for sculpture
and as a building material.
MASS PRODUCTION—not art.
MASS
MATERIAL
MATRIX—although the term has a myriad of meanings, it is
fundamentally an environment in which something has its origin,
takes its form, or is enclosed within.

MUTATION

NETWORK OF OBJECT COMMUNICATION

MY NAME IS ARIK—
Hi, welcome home!
Want a drink?
Let’s have dinner.
This is the bedroom, this is the bathroom....
How have you been?
Nice to meet you.

NON-FUNCTIONAL

This exhibition and the gallery setup is a unique opportunity to get in
direct contact, without firewalls or time-lapses. My intimate life-portfolio
and my open emotional bag are then spread wide open in the
‘microspective’ of my body of work. My work is about people and so
is the world... connecting to people in a very direct way to express my
ideas and reflections, is like opening a direct communication channel.
Identity disorder, social codes, relationships, genetics, intimacy, osmosis,
love counts, absent nature, out there logging, prehistory of the future,
the ‘other’ and so on... the projects are all weaved together to create one
life in an uncontrolled yet over-supervised environment.
Every process is everlasting and gets new interpretations constantly...
these are open-ended processes and like a huge matrix, when one
moves apart, all the others are getting affected and react to this
movement. When I saw the place, I knew I wanted to install pieces in
every corner and space, in order for it to become like a positive virus,
the inoculation of an AL code.
And so I stood in front of them... strong and vulnerable.

NANO
MESH
NATURE
METAMORPHOSIS
MicroRocks

NATURAL DISORDER—it’s my first exhibition at Alon Segev Gallery
in Tel Aviv. That’s where I showed for the first time RockGrowth
paintings while developing in parallel the RockGrowth sculptures.

MineralBranch
Love attacks when you sleep>love hides>love matters>size
matters>love turns my head>my hand>my heart>I do not know
if I love>do I love others>I can love again>

MineralSkin
MINERALIsATION

LUMINESCENCE: BETWEEN FIRE AND ICE

‘Natural’ and ‘Disorder’ are definitions that we may conceive as
contradictory as most natural processes are in order, or in an
order we have not yet come to understand or have had the tools
to analyse. In the redefining of nature’s DNA, the patterns and
processes that create disorder may lead to a new order to follow.

The installation brings together three elements: a. Fire, represented
by the Red Fractal; b. Ice, represented by the white–blue Fractal;
c. A Log, that will never burn up nor freeze inbetween. The log, a
result of a genetically modified faceted tree, grown out of a faceted
‘RockGrain’, is made in mirror-polished stainless steel. It reflects
us, and just as much our doings. It also reflects and projects both
juxtaposed extremes on its sides, Fire and Ice.
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MIRROR—both the action of echoing or imitating something—
including movements, behaviours and thoughts—and an object,
usually made of aluminium and glass, which reflects back an image
of whatever is in front of it.
MISSED ENCOUNTERS
MITTERRAND + CRAMER GALLERY
MODERN
MONUMENTAL

NoRock—the sculpture is a tribute to Michelangelo who claimed
that his figures were already in the marble blocks. Likewise, the
Rock exists in the block and the only hint of it is one visible facet.
The contradiction between a rock that can only stand on very few
of its facets and the NoRock that can stand on all but the one
facet, marks their difference. The composition of images, reflections,
spaces and casted shadows are completely different.
NOTHING IS QUITE AS IT SEEMS—the exhibition, thanks to
its 600 square metres and outdoor courtyard, allows me to show
a large selection of artwork and to express and share my creative
process. It includes my explorations into the omnipresent notion of
absence and displacement of emotions but also into the evolution
of the RockGrowth, abstract concept of the germination of the
Rock, and beyond, into the inversion leading to the Crater.
The pieces born from the evolution of the Rock bespeak of absence,
through the parts that were taken off and of light and illusions.
The reflection of images and light on the mirror-polished metallic
sculptures, which first seem invisible from a certain angle, suddenly
appear to the visitor, like an optical prank. Each facet plays with
the absence or presence of its environment and the sculptures exist
dually on their own and through their surrounding, in a sort of visual
co-dependency. Nothing is ever quite as it seems....
Through the years, I shifted the focus from the centre of gravity
of the Rock, as a monolith of non-symmetric geometry, to the
evolution of its boundaries. Surfaces, facets and perimeters
are in constant transformation and growth, giving birth to the
RockGrowth formations. The new RockGrowthWall starts to
connect with the architecture around it like a clinging vegetal,
hanging and sprouting from the wall. The mineral formation
grown from the original Rock behaves like an organic being,
offering a disconcerting bio-mimicry to observe. I further explore
the channels of possibilities opened for the Genetic Intimacy
exhibition. The inversion of the reflection into suction and vortex
lead to new forms of Craters.

This observation led to my investigation into the relationship between
nature and manmade nature, between the construction and destruction
in the parameters of social codes and genetic research, and to the
understanding of perceived formulas and axioms. Like the two separate
trees in the garden of the Taoist monks joined together to create a
triangle of love, these works are amalgams, mixtures, juxtapositions and
compositions of ideas constantly moving from 2 to 3 to 2-D expressions.

The link is made also with the process of the making. I was always
intrigued by the different transitions of idea through technology, just
like in genetics, and the intimacy we manage to create between
the different professions and materials, technics and technologies.
An intimacy that brings to life pieces, which navigate between my
personal feelings and those of the making hand. The work is shared
between man and machine, human mind and software, materials
and intangible sentiments. Therefore every piece is born with their
own feelings and identity.

The construction by subtraction is a part of the fundamentals of my
body of work. The absence and void created reveal unseen layers
of interpretations of what appears to be work in progress, with no
beginning and no end. This subject can be read like a paradigm or
a written visual story looked at from both ends.

OBJECT—the object may carry different definitions: sculpture,
functional art, art to use, piece, etc.. All are right and relevant, but
what is important to me is that the object is a tool of communication.
I use objects or elements that may be perceived as having mixed

MINIMALIST ART
This room installation expresses the tension created between fire,
ice and our daily doing. As the continuation of the Absent Nature
project, the notion of an evolving manmade genetic environment
was further developed together with studies and imaginary axioms
that I had written.

NON-SYMMETRIC
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messages. This allows me to create accessible entries and doors to
the understanding of what I want to say.

words

SCULPTURE

PRIVEEKOLLEKTIE

of all its interpretations and expressions, RockChamber is the
most architecturally inclined... a space in a space where one can
physically step in and be. RockChamber also represents the cave of
the contemporary future man. Amongst other induced feelings, the
idea of walking into a sculpture and imagining it different than what
it actually is, gives the chamber the mysterious appearance of a—
possibly—existing plant or kryptonite living.

PROCESS

RockFusion

SEX

PROPORTION—a measurement (size, quantity or number)
considered in relation to another, particularly when one is a part
and the other a whole.

RockGiant

SHINE

RockGrowth—RockGrowth represents the evolution of Absent
Nature, an ongoing project, which starts from the, yet impossible,
biological assumption of planting a Rock (mineral) as a grain (vegetal).
Taking part in the genetic intimacy of an ever-evolving nature and
making natural processes interact with my own thinking, I feel the
need to create my own world of possibilities and projections.

SIGHT

POWER INFRASTRUCTURE
PREHISTORIC FUTURE

OBSESSION
PRIMITIVE TO VIRTUAL
OPAQUE TRANSPARENCY

SENSATION
SENSORY
SERIES

OPPOSITIONS
ORGAN—our second brain is in our guts: a complex, independent
nervous system that lines the gastrointestinal tract. The complexity and
forms of our organs not always indicate their deepest function. Losing
an internal organ is a medical issue, but the body in many cases can
keep on functioning correctly with some possible restrictions.

PSYCHOLOGY
ORGANISM—an individual living entity, including animals, plants,
bacteria and single-cell life forms.

PSYCHOTHERAPY

RANDOMNESS
ORIGIN
READYMADE

When the Rock is planted or put on the ground, the mineral, through
bio-mimicry, adopts a vegetal DNA and germinates. It grows and
develops in both zones, overground and underground.

ORIGINAL
REALITY LAB
OUT THERE LOGGING
REARRANGING—composing, RockTower, painting, text and pieces.

Each and every one of its facets grows and develops at its own speed,
direction and dimension, giving birth to a faceted tree trunk (see ‘Log’).
Simultaneously, both bulbs and roots produce branching points of
growth from which the developing facets will extend. Each one of
these outgrowths I refer to as RockGrowth.

PATRONAGE—the act of giving support or encouragement to a
cause or institution.

REFLECTION/SKIN—I cannot see a form anymore without imagining
or literally visualising its inside or its skin. Like the skin of the body, every
outer envelope acts as a container and every inner part as content. The
containers are not always full and the partial emptiness, that helps to
define the fullness, is at times confusing. As a positivist I acknowledge
the existing content and find meaning for it or for its reasons to exist.
Reflection evokes this point of view, of looking at the inside and the
outside at the same time. From that moment on, the objects do not
have the same meaning anymore but also express what is not tangible...
same goes for feelings, memories and other aspects of life such as
absence or presence.

PATTERN

REGENERATION

RockSplit

PEDAGOGY

REMOVAL

PEOPLE

REPLICA

PERCEPTION

RICHARD WRIGHT

PERFORMANCE

ROCK—a meteorite. The juxtaposition between man and nature.
A non-geological growth. It is a sculpture in a middle state between
hard and soft, of light and reflections, of optical and emotional
illusions. The Rock appears and disappears by reflecting us and
our environment. In nature it seems to come from an advanced
unknown civilisation and indoors it looks like it is taken from nature,
a nature we feel we almost know.

RockStone—this new series of sculptures was inspired by and
refers to the worlds of African, Indian, Inca and other pagan cultures
and their sculptures, totems and masks. These works of art were
originally used as tools and artefacts for religious ceremonies and
rituals. Archaeology has been a great asset for retracing life on earth
and establishing its different periods.... The coexistence of archaeology
and science, and the collaborative efforts, result in both genetics
(super technological research) and diggings (very ‘simple’ hand work).
Similarly, the Rock sculptures can appear sophisticated and primitive
at the same time.

PARIS—home... where things happen since 1991: studio, home,
kids, friends, partnerships, feelings, life.
PARPAING
PARTNERSHIP

PERSONAL DISORDER
PERSONAL MEMORY
PHANTOM-LIMB SYNDROME

SLOTT GALLERY
SOCIAL CODES

ORIGAMI

PAOLA BJÄRINGER

SING

When isolating these elements from their context, they go back
to looking like mineral compositions of an unknown nature, a
representation of a unique atom or an out of space formation.
RockTower
RockTuna
RockSkin

SOCIAL GENETICS
SocialSkin—our living modules are well defined and even if we
can describe thousands of different types, when one draws a simple
house it always looks the same. A cube with a triangle on top=house/
home. This project is a formulation of the three-dimensional pictogram
of a house made in mirror-polished stainless steel that will reflect
all its surroundings and will actually show a house made of its own
environment. It is also an almost identical replica of a navigation
landmark element that can be found on some islands in France where
the form is made out of cement painted white and has the size of a
very small house with no door or window. The ships can use these
elements to calculate their position on the globe. Just like a human
will know his position in relation to his house.
SOLID—Solid is one of the four fundamental states of matter (the
others being liquid, gas, and plasma). It is characterised by structural
rigidity and resistance to change of shape or volume. Unlike a liquid,
a solid object does not flow to take on the shape of its container, nor
does it expand to fill the entire volume available to it like a gas does.
SolidLiquid—SolidLiquid is a sculpture that shows a state of
mind condition, between hard and soft, clear and opaque, melting
or in the process of crystallisation. These pieces are all unique and
take a great deal of experience in glass-blowing to get to these sizes
and expression. It is the contrast within the name and the imaginary
meaning one can make out of it that is interesting me. The reflections
are clear but transformed into liquid and one gets the impression the
piece is still moving.  
SPACE
SPROUT—the early growth of a plant.

SANTA MONICA MUSEUM OF ART
STAGE INSTALLATION

PHILOSOPHY
PHYSICAL
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RockChamber OR RockCell—this architectural, yet sculptural,
creation is a part of a larger search on past-future expressions
of a domestic, architectural and sculptural project. Directly
influenced by the non-symmetric geometry of my art piece Rock,

SCALE
STAINLESS STEEL
SCIENCE FICTION
STEALTH OBJECTS
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STEEL—Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon. Carbon is the primary
alloying element, and its content in the steel is between 0.002
per cent and 2.1 per cent by weight. Additional elements are also
present in steel: manganese, phosphorus, sulphur, silicon, and
traces of oxygen, nitrogen and aluminium.
STEREOLITHOGRAPHY
STONE

words

In every work the notion of the other is present, whether we want
to see it or not. Sometimes it is obvious, on the surface, and other
times it is hidden. I wanted to express this presence in many
different forms.

piece and its owner. Masks and totems taken into the domestic
environments do not stand by themselves.

The other forms of appearance. The other as the person who makes
the pieces, the other unit, the other missing part, the other volume, the
other material, the other use, the other’s odour, what it is made of, its
function, its position, his or its age, name, colour, sex....

TRANSLUCENT

TRANSFORMATION—evolution.

TRANSMISSION
TRANSPARENCY

STRATEGY
STRUCTURE

The schizophrenia of objects? Another aspect of the juxtaposition of
ideas and objects in space, is my need to give physical form to the
missing parts. In other words, make the intangible exist and vice versa.
Not only giving the empty part existence but also giving it a function.

SUBJECTIVE
SUBTRACTION—subtraction is the process that I use to create
my Rock sculptures. These moments, born from controlled or
uncontrolled action, where nothing can be added or taken off
any more, are unique moments where the piece reveals itself to
me in perfect balance and harmony. The parts that are taken off
are emotionally and intellectually still very present and I, myself,
sometimes only see them and not what is left (the piece). It
drags my mind to the presence of absence and the magic of
what is not in front of us.

We often are subconsciously aware of the missing part and are
affected by it. Just like a broken object, whose absence in space
reminds us of its presence and of the incident. Or the invisible
print of events that still influence us and to which we still relate.
I wanted to take this notion one step further and give it presence
and sometimes utility.
I believe that after considering these visual-thinkings you may look
differently on similar situations and objects around you.
THOUGHT

SURFING—perspective.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL

TRANSPARENT OPACITY—this installation is set as an
experience, a journey into the centre of the earth, exposing
a remix of nature. Through wild yet controlled intersections,
with a disturbingly unrecognisable familiarity, natural and raw,
the installation’s parameters become metaphoric guidelines
to a transplanetary visit. A manmade, bioengineered, fastforward, futuristic nature dimension, directly derived from my
geometrically imperfect sculptures Rock and RockGrowth and my
investigations into natural behaviour. This formation of physical
evolution makes scale-change possible side-by-side
to fast-forward visual kinetics and dynamic harmony.

WATER—water is a chemical compound with the chemical formula
H2O. A water molecule contains one oxygen and two hydrogen
atoms connected by covalent bonds. Water is a liquid at standard
ambient temperature and pressure, but it often co-exists on Earth
with its solid state, ice, and gaseous state (water vapour or steam);
but recent findings imply the presence of a surprisingly extensive
fourth that occurs at interfaces, near hydrophilic surfaces: a liquid
crystal state.
WISDOM—an accumulation of knowledge and the ability to act in
a considerate, productive and enlightened way according to this.
WoodRock
WORLD

X, Y, Z—axis in space in reference to three-dimensional forms.

A white space, nearly monochromatic, flooded with white light
enhances the connection between the sculptures and the space,
in which one gives gravity to the other. The interactive installation
allows the visitor to grasp the movement towards the cyberspace
transformation of the Rocks and RockGrowths into unknown minerals.

SURREALISM
SYNTHESIS
SWITZERLAND

TIMBER—tree, wood, logs, forest, fire-wood, ax, protection, home,
fence, construction, ashes, food, eat, growth, water, man at work,
time, history, legend... hang, fall, Amazonia, environment, fire brigade,
wealth, seasons, leaf, a walk in the woods, relax, power, pirogue,
flotation, life.

TANGIBLE VOID

TIME

TECHNOLOGY

TOKYO—the capital of Japan. Tokyo is the world’s largest metropolis,
with a population of over 13 million within its wider prefecture, the
largest metropolitan area in the world.

TECHNOPOETIC
TEL AVIV
THE OTHER—exhibition and concept related to the statement that
“feeling before seeing is a challenge” and to my desire to connect
us to our “emotional” brain through the inversion, misplacement/
displacement, transcoding, and reformation of the normal functions
in space. Hence raising the question of visual, emotional, physical
and functional identity as well as self-manipulation.
These thoughts projected on everyday-life products and objects may
enhance the microuniverse that wraps each one of them.
I also started investigating the relationship between one thing and
its opposite: the other. The connection between the visible and
the obscure, the full and the void, the existing and the missing, the
tangible and the intangible. And using, amongst other things, everyday
products, a bridge was created to thread the idea of the other.
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TOTEM—the jars for olive oil and liquids discovered in different
excavation sites were found baseless as they were often put partially
into the ground. The lower ground temperature kept the liquids in a
better state and it was used like a fridge. Given this information one
can understand the baseless forms of the jars. In the museums, they
are placed onto metal structures to be displayed standing up.
As this new Rock series makes reference to this part of archaeological
findings, it basically needs to be supported either by the soil or by a
structure. Their instability makes them become fragile. Vulnerability,
instability, the need for help and support are all mental, visual and
physical connections to these old archaeological pieces.

The installation is designed so that people interact with the pieces,
kids can climb up the big RockGrowth and explore its dimensions,
and not just stand next to it. It is not an exhibition to observe but a
place where to be and feel.
TREE—in botany, a tree is a plant with an elongated stem, or trunk,
supporting leaves or branches.
TripleFusion
TWO STARS HOTEL

UNCONTROLLED MUSCLE
UrbanRock—urbanistic large-scale project.
UNIVERSE

VIRTUAL TRUTH
VIRTUAL/RELIGIOUS
VISUAL KINETICS

The RockTotems have a support that keep them standing but will
be almost unseen. They will make the piece stand just above it. The
piece can also be put against a wall or in a corner to be supported.
This way of positioning it will express its needs to be standing
up, as well as increase the contact-tension created between the

VOID—in astronomy, the empty spaces between galaxy filaments.
VULNERABLE STRENGTH
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“Creation is an uncontrolled muscle”,
according to Arik Levy.
(born 1963).
Artist, technician, photographer, designer,
filmmaker, Levy’s skills are multidisciplinary
and his work can be seen in prestigious
galleries and museums worldwide. Best
known publicly for his sculptures—such
as his signature Rock series—his outdoor
installations, limited editions and design, Levy
nevertheless feels “the world is about people,
not objects”.
Hailing originally from Israel and moving to
Europe after his first participation in a group
sculpture exhibition in Tel-Aviv in 1986, Levy
has worked in his studio in Paris since 1992.
His background was unconventional, with
surfing, as well as his art and graphic design
studio, took up much of his time back home.
Following studies at the Art Center Europe in
Switzerland, in 1991 he gained his BS with
distinction.
After a stint in Japan, where he consolidated
his ideas creating products and pieces for
exhibitions, Levy returned to Europe where
he contributed his artistry to another field,
contemporary dance and opera, by way of
stage installations.
The creation of his studio meant a foray back
to art—his first love—as well as other branches
of his talents.
Considering himself now more of a “feeling”
artist, Arik Levy continues to contribute
substantially to our interior and exterior milieu,
his work including large outdoor sculptures,
as well as complete environments that can
be adapted for multi-use. “Life is a system of
signs and symbols” he says, “where nothing is
quite as it seems.”
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